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ABSTRACT

Computed tomography (CT) segmentation models frequently include classes that are not currently
supported by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) segmentation models. In this study, we show
that a simple image inversion technique can significantly improve the segmentation quality of CT
segmentation models on MRI data, by using the TotalSegmentator model, applied to T1-weighted
MRI images, as example. Image inversion is straightforward to implement and does not require
dedicated graphics processing units (GPUs), thus providing a quick alternative to complex deep
modality-transfer models for generating segmentation masks for MRI data.
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1 Introduction

Segmentation of medical images plays a vital role in many automatic image analysis tools. While segmentation has been
well established for computed tomography (CT) scans, with multiple open source models available [1, 2], multi-class
segmentation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), especially outside the brain, is lacking behind. The main reason
for this challenge is that training segmentation models requires a large number of annotated images, and the more
classes involved, the greater the annotation effort needed. While this problem can be partially alleviated by using
augmented CT scans with existing labels for retraining a model [3], implementing and training an augmented model
is resource-intensive, time-consuming, and technically challenging. In this short paper, we demonstrate that image
augmentation, specifically inversion, can be sufficient to bridge the gap between MRI and CT segmentation performance
and CT segmentation model can be used to generate masks for MR images. One key difference between MRI and CT
images is that dense tissue, such as bones, appears bright (hyperdense) in CT scans but dark (hypointense) in MRI
images. We attempt to minimize this difference by using negatives of MRI images and analyze whether it has an effect
on the semantic segmentation performance of models trained solely on CT data.
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Figure 1: (a) Unprocessed T1 image, (b) inverted image, (c) inverted + black background

2 Methods

This study was approved by the local ethics committee (EA4/062/20). Due to the retrospective nature of the study,
patient consent was waived. We utilized an in-house dataset consisting of 90 T1-weighted and 62 T2-weighted MRI
sequences. All scans depict the abdominal region. As preprocessing we clip all intensities to a value range between 0
and 3000 and create negatives within their original intensity range. Then, we set all intensities within the first percentile
to zero (Equation 1). This step ensures that the surrounding area around the patient remains black (Figure 1). Although
this process may produce some artifacts in the air-filled lungs, it proved to be very stable within the abdominal region.
We then run the TotalSegmentator model [2] on both the original MRI images and their inverted versions. To evaluate
the results, a radiologist (LX) manually refined 20 labels to create a groundtruth. We compare the model’s output to
these ground truth labels and calculate the Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC). Since there is no training step involved in
this study, we evaluate the model’s performance on the entire dataset.

INV (x) =

{
0 x ∈ percentile1(X)

max(X)− x+min(X) x else
(1)

3 Results

Table 1: Average Dice Similarity Coefficient and 95% Confidence Interval over 20 Classes
Sequence Unprocessed Inverted Inverted (black background)

T1 0.06 (0.02, 0.10) 0.29 (0.23, 0.35) 0.61 (0.53, 0.68)
T2 0.43 (0.32, 0.53) 0.03 (0.01, 0.05) 0.08 (0.04, 0.12)

Without preprocessing, TotalSegmentator fails to detect any classes in the T1-weighted sequences, with the exception of
the colon (DSC=0.40). For T2-weighted sequences, TotalSegmentator can partially segment large organs but struggles
to segment blood vessels and muscles. Inverting both T1 and T2 sequences leads to improved segmentation quality for
T1-weighted images but decreases the performance for T2-weighted images (Table 1). Setting the background intensity
to zero significantly enhances the segmentation quality for T1-weighted sequences. Improvements are observed across
all classes, including small vessels and organs such as the adrenal glands (Figure 2).

4 Discussion

We demonstrate that image inversion can substantially improve the segmentation quality of models trained on CT
data for T1-weighted MRI images. This approach can be used to quickly obtain initial segmentations that can then be
refined. Given sufficient MRI sequences it may even be enough to train an nnUnet without any new or little annotation
effort [4]. The results emphasize the importance of color gradients for the TotalSegmentator model. In particular,
the contrast between the patient and the background appears to be crucial. Consistently setting the background in an
inverted image to black improved the segmentation of all classes, even for organs located in the center of the body.
Although the results were promising for T1-weighted images, we could not demonstrate improvements for T2-weighted
images. This is likely due to the increased intensity of water in T2 images, which causes most organs to appear brighter
than surrounding tissue. Extending the preprocessing pipeline with other image augmentations, such as histogram
equalization, might make MRI images appear more similar to CT scans and further improve segmentation results.
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Figure 2: (a) Mean Dice of segmentation with TotalSegmentator for original and inverted T1-weighted MRI images.
Segmentation before (b) and after (c) inversion.

More sophisticated modality-transfer methods could potentially increase generalizability, however, implementing these
complex models can be challenging and may be disproportionate for small-scale projects. For certain sequences, image
inversion alone can be sufficient to achieve satisfactory results.
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